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can be used in describing the I
a the superconductivty Abstract: In this series of lectures we briefly considerltwo

complimentary approaches to the study of organic solids: The
anthod of simulation by finite clusters of molecules, and the

methods of energy band theory. In both cases, the initial
sincere thanks to Professor starting point is the Hartree-Fock method, which, as expected,

turns out to be inadequate for any reasonable level of quanti-
tative accuracy. Solids, being essentially infinite sized
-systems, restrict our choice of correlation methods to those
which are size consistent. We are furthermore interested in

17. fproperties such as optical excitation and need to he able to
7) 191. .obtain the finite difference between extensive total energies.
ses", Reynolds, D.C. and This further restricts our choices-AMethods based upon ordinary
c.,New York) 1981. Rayleigh-Schrodinger Perturbation-Theory are chosen and exten-
d). live results for solid CH4 are used as an illustration.'-
.3., Chandrasekhar, M. and
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t. Introduction.

Theoretical studies on the electronic structure of three
dimsional solids have largely excluded the organic or molec-

Si&r solids. The vast majority of existin calculations have
-"10 performed for the solid rare gases. More complicated
00lecular solids, such as those with two or more atoms per molecu-
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.uit, or more than one molecular unit per unit call, have
]largely ignored. The principal exception to this tendency

been for solid It should be further noted, that the
interest in solid H stems largely from interest in its possible
transformation to a monatomic metal, exhibiting high temperature

2
BCS type superconductivity. In addition, a recent resurgance
of interest in the solid rare gases has been generated by
speculations that "lw" pressure (-0.3 H bar) metal phases of
solid Xe might exi t. In addition, some theoretical studies on
solid N I and H20 exist. In addit i n, quite a few studies on
properties of polymer systems exist. There are probably many

* - reasons for the neglect of this interesting and technologically
Interesting class of solids. Several of the reasons are likely
related to the complicated and at times ill-defined crystal
structure of such systems and the associated difficulties in
constructing adequate theoretical models. A second and perhaps

*more serious problem relates to the question of which approach
one might use to determine the electrical structure. As an
example, the spectrum of solid CH4 has been determined over an
energy range of 8 to about 35 eV. The fundamental spectral
region of from threshold (>8.5 eV) to about 14 eV shows marked
similarity in both solid and gas phase. It is generally
conceded that the gas phase spectra in this energy region is
dominated by transitions from the bonding to antibo5ding bound
state orbitals or to Rydberg series like transitions. It seems
reasonable to expect that the crystalline spectrum is likely to
be similarly dominated by transitions to bound rather than free
final states. That is we do not expect the contributions from
energy band theory to play a major role in the low lying
excitations of solid CH4. On the other hand the spectral region
above 14 or so eV may well be dominated by band to band
transitions and this may account for the apparent differences
between the high lying spectrum of gas phase CH4 and solid
C I. Similar considerations apply to many other molecular

The previous theoretical study on solid methane lends cred-
Ibility to this argument, as the calculation of Piela.
Pietronero, and Resta finds a band gap in excess of 27.2 eV for
solid methane. It is not likely that this result is quanti-
tatively accurate as these authors used a very abbreviated basis
set in their calculation and found the conduction results to be
highly sensitive to the virtual basis set. A further source of
error in this early study is the use of the Hartree-Fock approx-
imtion uncorrected for any correlation corrections. Similar
studies by Mickish and Kunz on the somewhat similar solid rare
"tgaes have found that the Hartree-Fock method consistently yver-
estimates the band gap of these systems by about 4 or 5 eV. In

.... addition all band methods are inaccurate, in that all neglect

rr Incuae n ht l
*-' . o !'
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A. 22 M FEC S I SOLIDS

molt cell, have
to this tendency the formation of local excited states called excitons.

astd, hatWel believe new approaches are needed If one is to truly
gn Itemporature Interpret the electronic structure of such systems as solid

methane. Recent theoretical results of Kunz and Flynn havemt phastres I i

.t~ca studes ~Ing Bloch's theorem in calculations of the optical properties of
otia stdesa such divergent solids as LiF and Mg or Ca. This is accomplished

probablydie my by mans of a degenerate perturbative calculation using the ~
tehooial conser;ed one body valence to conduction band excitations as a

tecnolgicllybasis. This model retains the periodic symmetry of the lattice
ans are likely avoiding complications introduced by the use of finite cluster
"defined crystal mdels to describe the local excitations. These finite cluster

tdk fhicls n

ifiuti e models, nonetheless, are useful and accurate approinates as we
e emd and perhaps i shali see. The formulationm of the problem in this way by Kunz
E which approach t and Flynn causes one to wish to begin with Hartree-Fock descrip-
Wture. Asa tions of the solid since a well defined Kany-Body wavefunction

termined over a is needed. The Hartree-Fock model neglects all correlations andmental spectral
t showsner ed bthe limited basis set used to describe excitonic effects does

6Vcto-hl showscio marxkendomaln lhorvll

r i al onot describe properly the relaxation or polarization properties

t:ca is gerallydvren oisasLFad rC.Thsi ccmlse

eery rgio isof the system. In these lectures, the correlation 'effects are

tig regiondIes

incorporated by mans of a simple Many Body Perturbation Theory
Lam.o It seemnsodel (MBPT). The necessary theoretical methods are described
" nin Section i. The numerical calculations are described in
*u is likely to
imther than free Section III, and conclusions are given in the final section.

2tributions from io11. Theoretical Development
the low lying
secand teion The Initial step in this development is the choice of the

ban toi andc n ln assset ih obgnwt ate-okdsrp

rartree-Fock method. This choice is largely determined by the

veained oernces

i eneed to perform extensive correlation calculations in addition
e nd solidato the initial Hartree-Fock study. To facilitate development,

.t he meare

ae eploy variants on the familiar Linear-Combination-of -Atomic-
"nOrbitals method (LCAO). In the case of cluster calculations,

these AO's are first rotated into molecular orbitals (Mos)
m n lends cred- spanning the entire cluster, and in the case of the band calcu-

Law 27. Pe fo Lations, the A01s are rotated into M0's spanning the crystallo-of i. ut f graphic unit cell. This rotation into MO's is advantageous be-
s iktel toai- cause for unit cells of ever increasing size or complexity, an

6relatd bsisadequate description in terms of AO's yields rather large
.results to esecular determinants. The LCM scheme reduces substantially the
rther source of size of the secular d~terminant. This method was first intro-
- uFock approx- duced by Piela et al. for studies on solid methane. In such a
lsw. Similar simple case thebasis set for the occupied orbitals is reduced

:11w solid rare fro 9 to 5 orbitals. Furthermore, the W'e my contain polart-
r t5 dtf ter ation functions In then and therefore yield far greater

accurecy than a mAch larger set of A's.
it,. all neglect

enus

e-o

27,2 eV for - rpIt el hsroaintr 0sisavnaeu e

e* s -..-..- cue o ritcl8 fee icesngsz o opexta

db *. ed asi
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The essential features of this approach is this. Let each

unit cell be divided into molecules (real ones or not), and we
devise a basis set to represent the MO's of these molecules.
The primitive basis set used are spherical-harmonic Gaussian
Type Orbitals (GTO's) centered about different origins, and have
the form

X: ~-k exp [-ZI(*-fti)2 ] ytm (6,#).()

The I are the origins about which these' functions are centered
and led not be an actual nuclear site, the y m are the usual
spherical harmonics. The orbital exponent Zm is chosen by
energy minimization. The HO's in turn are just linear
combinations of these GTO's,

0ir-(2)

The RVs are the locations of the molecules in the system. From
the MO's, one forms Bloch orbitals which span the entire system:

*J 0.1 "- k- #j( I (*r-l)- (3)

The MO's (Eq. (2)) or the Bloch functions (Eq. (3)) form the

basis by which we solve the HF problem or its extensions.

The first point is that the Hartree-Fock equation need be

solved self-consistently. For a finite molecular cluster, this
is achieved by conventional iterative means. However, the
infinite periodic system imposes special difficulties. These

i !are simply that the occupied canonical Bloch orbitals are
infinite in number and therefore enumerating the contribution of
each orbital to the Fock operator imposes a strain on ones corn-

. puter budget. Two options are available. The first is to use a
finite mesh in :- space and use some form of quadrature to
construct the Fock operator.. The second is to rotate into a

- basis set of local orbitals. 0,11,12 In the early stages, both
methods were tried with negligible differences in numerical

. result between them. However, at the current stage of our code
development, the local orbitals method enjoys a substantial
speed advantage.

The Intent of the present study is to obtain spectroscopic
Information and hence we need examine the meaning of the energy
bands. The occupied bands are the negative of the Ionization
energy for that band for the state of wave vector * The
virtual bands are similar representations for the electron
affinities. In this event one is assuming the use of the
Eartree-Fock eigenvalue and also of Koopmans' theorem as Is

, I7

C I-



A. KUNZ COLLETIVE EFFECTS I SOLIDS 1

thM. Let each osually done. The essential physics here refers to ionization
mr not), and we properties, not to excitation properties of the n-electron
home molecules. system.
.uonit Gaussian
/4its, and have In order to improve upon the Hartree-Fock results one must

include correlation corrections. In doing this, initially the
author will maintain the same physical definition for the energy

(I) bands as in the Koopmans' case. That is, the bands now become
quasi-particle bands in which the energy of an occupied level is

the negative of the energy needed to create it, and the energy

e are centered of the virtual states are the negative of the energy recovered
are the usual In creating it. This is in keeping with the earlier usage of

i chosen by the electronic polarop lrdel and its extensions as discussed by
a just linear Pantelides et al.13,1Q

'

It is now necessary to discuss correlation corrections.
(2) The first problem is that o 1Vze consistency (The total etergyis an extensive quantity). ''" In fact the total energy of an

e system. From infinite solid is infinite and only the energy/molecule is
entire system: finite. Unfortunately, the energy change upon ionization is

also finite and the energy change/molecule vanishes. That is
(3) the energy difference is still finite. Similar considerations

apply to excitations of the n-electron system. A simple clas-
(3)) form the sical way to view this is to realize that the size of the wave

melons, created by hurling a brick into a pond is largely independent of
the size of the pond. Therefore we must establish a size con-

quatton need be sistent framework for the system total energies in such a way

r cluster, this that formally we can obtain differences in extensive quantities,

However, the cancelling the infinities before we compute finite differences.
-ulties. These Alternately, we may reduce the size of the systems so that total
2 orbitals are energy determinations are possible.

contribution of
in on ones comr- * Let us work in a local representation here. This is appro-

,rst is to use a priate since many molecular solids are filled shell systems.
quadrature to For notational simplicitiy, designate the Wannier function

t rotate into a NO), as the ith Wannier function about site AN. Form a com-

" y stages, both piete set of Wannier orbitals describing the ground state of the

a In numerical eutral, N-electron solid in the Hartree-Fock limit. Wet will

.e of our code use them to generate the ion states as well. For a system of N-
a substantial j electrons the Hamiltonian is

H- 'ii V2+ (4)
iI spectroscopici- i II i i-I I~i

- ep the energy The electronic has mass a, and is charM e, Z1 is the atomic
o the Ionization nmber of the nucleus at site I. The I electron has coordin-

it setor t. The ate i and the th nucleus has coordinate ft " In terms of

r the electron Vaunter Functions, in the single determinant limit, the energy

:hs we of the of the system is
dthorm a is

I7
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V" 2 2Iw 0((5)
t - - C 

i l) (5)

& 2 e2  ww,

+ ( wi~wjJIr- l.jj> - j r12

The symbol (N) on the sunmation implies sums over all states in
the occupied N electron space. To keep the physics of the en-
ergy bands discussed earlier we need to look at the N-I and N+1
electron system next.

Let the ground state of the N-electron Hartree-Fock system
be designated as IN> and let a p create or destroy a
Wannier function at site I with other quantum numbers p. We
adopt the conventive that quantum numbers i, J, k etc., refer to
occupied orbitals, a, b, c to virtual orbitals and o, p, q to
either/both. A Slater determined of the N-i body system is

IN-i; JB > a jBlN > (6)

This will by symmetry adapted later. The energy expectation
value of this state is simply

N-i N - <VjBIF(N)fJrB> (7)

Here F(N) is simply the N-electron ground state Hartree-Fock
operator. Similarly one may obtain the off diagonal matrix
elements between two states IN-i, WA> and IN-I, JB>. These are:

D - .1  IF(N) IwiA>. (8)

One my project on the state IN-IN Jb> to form a proper transla-
tional invariant Bloch function, j

,l(.- J ei IN-'; JB> (9)

In terms of eqs (5)-(9) one may construct a band structure in
term of Wannier-functions and Slater determinante for the
occupied orbitals. These are yet uncorrelated. One may treat
the N+l body states similarly. Furthermore, recognizing that EN
in eq (11) is infinite and also irrelevant, since energy changes

'. are needed, we proceed to define En as 0, and thus simplify our
computation.

A framevork is needed in order to simply correlate this
, , problem since the simple single Sister determinants 1 n-i, JB>

are highly degenerate, and within a band, the * (t) are nearly
degenerate. Consider the problem In a general framework
Initially. R is a Hamiltonian,

F• .



A. a. KUNZ COLL NCrVE E F l4 IN e U,

11 a % + V. (10)
1w11> (5)

2Vg assume that the eigenstateS of HO are imown an

UjIilvjaviI> ] 1oe1 - Vi~i. (11) 4

sams over all states in The projector onto a given eigenstate of Ho Say #i is Pi and Is
the physics of the en-look at the N-1 and M- gve a

ton Hartree-FoFk system urthermore a projector onto the first n states say to P and

I create or destroy a
luantum numbers p. We "
I, J, k etc., refer to P i - P" (12)

rbitals and o, p, q to > P (

F-1 body system is

Assume we order our elgenfunction of Ho so that the states of

interest lie in the range 0 to n. Furthermore no other states

The energy expectation are degenerate with these states. Nov let us solve the desired

equation:

(7) R# - E* - (H0+V)*. 
(13)

Md state Rartree-Fock Let us chose a wj for 1 4 j 4 n, then:

a off diagonal matrix (-Y)(H -vj)* - (1-7)(E-vj-V)* (14)

IN-I, JB>. These are: 0

(8) One my commute (1-P) with Ho-Vj and proceed to see

form a proper transla- '- + (I-v) (P) (E-wv-V)*. (15)

Furthermore;

(9I pY .wi~i ' wi <*el,).

t a bend structure in
determinante for the so that

lated. One may treat
a, recognizing that EN .- "kk -"(16)

, since energy changes k-I
amd thus simplify our 

f(1
"! Therefore

t s*imply correlate this - (H -I (Ew-V) *
etesminants Jm-1, jB> D (1j

She C 4() are nearly If one defines
a WSlU&al framework T (H-w i)-I ,1)Ev-) -1S

_ .: .. ..~ .., . • .-rp .1 V W'W ii , , , .......
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then

*.. -w P (19)

.* Furthermore one can show that
A

(K-WI ) w, I 'k V k (20)
k'm

where

Tk = 4iI V0k>" (21)

Eqs. (20) and (21) define a perfectly good algebraic eigenvalue
equation for the system energies. To proceed further, one

.* expands the inverse appearing in T. That is,

VT N + V 1 I-)(E- -V) + (22)

-V.

or

V+Vk "Vik + w Vak (23)
ik a-NIl J a

The structure of the eigenvalue problem defined by Eqs (20),
(21) and (23) is now clear. The matrix elements to lowest
approximation are similar to those of second order R.S.P.T. and
this is clearly a size consistent approach. If all the eigen-
vectors in the first n are degenerate, one recovers normal de-
generate perturbation theory. Consider our problem, where we
clear. First correlate the single Slater determinant of Vannier

functions, then proceed with Bloch symmetry projection to remove". the degeneracy. The N-body wave function has proper Bloch

symetry for closed band systems. By using a proper choice of A

in the Adams-Gilbert local orbital formulation called Aw one may
obtain Wannier orbitals. The actual choice of Aw is not

* Important, only that such exist. Then

(F + PA P) wi - £iiwii (24)

The first order Fock-Dirac density matrix is p. From this one
constructs a zero order Hamiltonian. For a system of H-
electrons, R. is defined as

No: IO t IF(*i) + PiAlpi] (25)

.
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ad then the perturbation, V becomes

(19) V- M! - H (26)
aAb9 2(N) IV ii,.I

E(N) E + , Ivilj £ (27)

(20) i>JJ aAbB -iI JJ- aA aB

Rere the summation (N) indicates all Wannier orbitals in the N-

electron state. The matrix element is simply

(21) V&b 2 2
- -- Wns.W~W~aA (28)

algebraic eigenvalue 1Vj - <wiIWjJIe12 WaAwbB>-<wiijJjir12ilbBwaA>

iroceed further, one The N-body orbitals will be used to describe both the N-I and

N+1 body states. 8rillouin's theorem is not valid for such

states. Consider first the N-I body problem. Let Wannier

(22) orbital w B be deleted from the N-body ground state. Then to

second order one finds that
(N+1)

Z(N-I,IB) E -D- + I I
JI aA ii aAx (29)

(N-1) V., (9

(23) + IkKJJI
kK>JJ aA~bC kK JJ-aA-bC

efined by Eqs (20), In Eq (19) the V is still as defined in Eq (18) and F(N-I;iB) is

elements to lowest obtained by deleting terms referring to orbital wiB from F(N).

I order R.S.P.T. and Therefore

If all the elgen- sA- &A

recovers normal de- F(N-I;iB) <w aIF(N-IAiBII.A (30)

r problem, where we

makes our approach One proceeds in like fashion for the N+1 electron case, adding

terminant of Wannier WCS to the N electron state. A

projection to remove cBcB (N+1) IF(N+lcB)

I has proper Bloch E(N+I;cB) -EN + +N. +AJ
a proper choice of A JJ &A

on called Aw one may
mice of AV Is not (NV) I 2 (1

+ EVIAKI
JJ)kK aA>dD C jJ+ kK7 aA-C aD

In Eq (21) V remains as in Eq (18) and F(N+I;cB) is obtained by

p. From this one adding terms referring to orbital wB to the N-electron Fock

;ra system of H- . operator.

One may obtain the physically interesting energy

differences from these expressions. The ionization potentials

(25) arm defined by E(N) - E(N-I;iB). This difference called



give ) IF(N-l,iB) I to es
A r DIBIB +-cI- Ispl.

Is N 1 JJ aA EJ aAC A ame
(3 iaAcC 2 i3aA 2 (3)coul
(N)_______ IV JAK u+1 CC~nr

JJ* 1B aA>cC elB 4CjJ-CaAec JJfK aA JJ kK'iBi aA 4
clog~

Likewise the electron affinity terms are obtained by letting qun
AC E(N+1;CB)-E(N). Then 2 exci;

& D~ (N+) IF(N+1, CB)a~i (N+1)
D + + X~c + - i + SP004

cljJ &A jJ aA il aA>dD*cB (3)oecli

+1 CcB, aA dD iI>JJ aA*cB ii JJ -e aABa

It is these formulas we will use in this study. lot.,

One final piece is needed to complete this theory. This is
to include the actual effect of electron-hole interaction upon60
excitation. An accurate method of doing this for both tightly
bound or loosely bound excitations has been recently given by
Kunz and Flynn. non'

The essential point is to use the Hartree-Fock bands as aor

basis set af ter Incorporation of correlation corrections into pcthe band energies. The Fock ground state IN> is then used to
describe schematically the process. Let a (t annihilate a

valence electron of wavevector t and let a+(O)vcreate a conduc-

tion electron of wavevector L. Consider the state then:I

It is only states like this which can be reached from the ground Ic
state via optical processes. Furthermore all such ground i

4 ~states IN,t> correspond to the same total crystal wavevector;
that of the ground state. The imost general excited state that
one may access is then IN, E>, where

I,>- a jN.I> (35) £

In this sum, the ground state IN> Is excluded because it differs
in parity from the excited state. By finding the at and <N.
ERIN, D>. one may determine the spectrum of the solid including

3electron-hole interaction. This is achieved by means of a C1

jcalculation among the states IN, 1>. The formation of such ex-

I.1
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citon states is not an extensive property and size cosistency
Is not a problem as demonstrated by Kunz and Flynn. Exact
implementation of such an infinite CI is of course impossible
and we use a finite number of states, some 270 configurations.

IBaA2 (32) A second approximation is made as well. This is to truncate the
IV JKKI coulomb interaction at the boundary of a unit cell. This is not

unreasonable for tightly bound excited systems as in the case of
JJ'+kK-CiB-aA CH4 particularly since the large lattice constant (11.14 au) en-

closes a substantial volume in a unit cell. The dominant conse-
obtained by letting quence of this is to allow the formation of only a single boundn bexciton, not an entire Rydberg series below the bands. However

(9+1) when the coefficients at are used to evaluate the optical re-
I I sponse one finds substantial adjustment over the Hartree-Fock

1I aA>dD*cB results. These changes are due to the redistribution of

(33) oscillator strength to the bottom of the conduction band due to
[VB ,2 J the inclusion of electron-hole interaction.

iJJ- cB- ' , The alternate approach employed is to use a finite molecu-
lir cluster simulation. This is also done using the method of

fy. local orbitals. In this case one partitions the system into the
cluster and the environment. The environment imposes itself on

his theory. This is the cluster by means of a bounding potential. The methods of

Ale Interaction upon doing this are well represented in Je literature, and a general

its for both tightly approach is given by Kunz and Klein which need not be repeated
n recently given by here. Correlation is imposed using the technique of this sec-

tion and in particular eqs. (20), (21) and (23) as needed. For
non-degenerate states of course, these reduce to ordinary second

:ree-Fock bands as a order RSPT. Most cases considered here are not degenerate in

on corrections into the cluster limit, but for those cases for which degeneracy a

IN> is then used to problem, we have found the full approach to be very powerful.

at(0) annihilate a
create a conduc-

state then: Il. Results for Solid CH4

(34) 1 A Gaussian basis set was first developed for the CH4 mole-
cule in free space and then reoptimized for the crystal to allow

ched from the ground accurate description of the energy bands, occupied and virtual.

*e all such ground It was found easy to obtain accurate valence bands, but that the
crystal wavevector; conduction bands were quite sensitive to the choice of outer or-

excited state that bital. The variational principal applies to the solution of the
one particle states in a LCMO formalism, and the selection of
the basis is quite easy. In practice, the conduction bands are

(35) found to be stable against small changes in basis set. The va-
lence structure here agrees well with that obtained after

d because it differs corrections to formalism by Piela et al. ' The conduction

ding the at and <N, bands are in very poor agreement however. This is due o the
the solid including far too restrictive basis set employed in the Piela et al. cal-

sd by means of CI culation of the virtual bands. In performing this calculation,

S lustion of such ex- some idealizations are needed. A lattice constant of 11.14 au,
=Mmbda

| $

• -- ~ I ..= ,
, A. .. . . -, : .r ,-.er ,' - n= ,P .. - ,
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in agreement with Piela et al. is used and the C sub lattice is Table
fixed as a fcc one as per experiment. The four R's form in
tetrahedra about the C in a unit cell. In the real world, the
tetrahedra do not allign from one cell to another but have i
orientational disorder. We, as did Piela et al. fix the H's in Pafin
an ordered fcc lattice as well.. The current calculation uses

the same geometry as does Piela.t al. The C-H distance is ob- th r

tained computationally from Beck and for a lattice constant of
11.14 au, the equilibrium constant, is essentially the same C-H

distance as in the free molecule.

Although the Hartree-Fock band results overestimate any vale
reasonable bgnd gap, they do reduce the Piela gap by about 13.6

eV however, and one need add correlation along the lines

suggested in Section I. In performing the correlation correc-
tion computations, the author deviates from the ideals expressed
in the preceding section to the extent that instead of solvinF ,

for a set of rather complicated, orthogonal Wannier functions as
implied by the derivations, one approximates these by a set of

local orbitals. In obtaining these the unit on which localiza-
tion occurs is the CH4 molecule is used, and also the appropri-
ate multicenter localization. These orbitals are quite local,

the valence-valence overlaps being 0.03 or less. here. First
order overlap corrections are made in the inter molecular terms
for further precision. Due to the procedure adopted, all orders
of overlap in the large intra molecular overlaps are included
exactly. The inclusion of these corrections is essential if one
wishes to achieve quantitative accuracy. In evaluating the

perturbation sums, d orbitals on the C atom and p orbitals on
the H atoms were added to the band structure basis set. The

effect of the several contributions to Eqs (32) and (33) are
given In Table 1. There we call the second term on the right

hand sides of Eqs (32) and (33) the relaxation and the sun of
the second and third terms, which come from two electron virtual
excitations, clearly represent correlation terms.

The energy bands for CH4 including correlation are shown in
- Figure 1. The density of electron states Is also seen In these"-

figures. As is clear from these figures, the band gap is in-

direct and from r15v to X5,C. The direct gap is at the X point Ft
and Is X5 v to X5 ,. The correlated indirect gap is found to be

13.0 eV, and the correlated direct gap is found to be 13.3 eV.

Finally, one computes the position of the exciton levels in

CH4. This is accomplished using the method given in Section 11
which has been more fully described in Ref. 9. In this calcu-
lation the coulomb interactive is treated as a one molecule

interaction. The effective electron-hole interaction is here

computed to be 5.4 eV. This is the value of the Vo discussed in

'4r

4 4 ''g e e
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C sub lattice is Table I
our H's form in
real world, the
oother but have Contributions to the ionization potential and electron
fiother H's ie affinity of solid CH4  are shown as a function of lattice
fix the HaI a in parameter. Results are given for the correlation correction and
diseulation uses the relaxation correction. Results are in eV.I distance is ob-

;:cie constant of
1117 the same C-H

a 11.14 au 10.50 au 10.00 au
ovreniet0.1 eV 0.2 eV 0.4 eV

along t l3.e valence relaxation 1.2 eV 1.2 eV 1.2 eV i
along the lines conduction correlacionf -.7 eV -.8 eV I -.9 eV f
relation correc- conduction relaxation -0.0 eV -0.0 eV 1 -0.0 eV I
Ideals expressed neVi
Lstead of solving 4 net gap change -2.0 eV -2.2 eV -2.5 eV

tier functions as i
hese by a set of
i which localiza- ;
too the appropri- |
are quite local, L r cl- x 2 0 r K 0
!so here. First Correlated

olecular terms o ILKau
opted, all orders L
aps are included r
essential if one KI
i evaluating the K3
nd p orbitals on 0.0 - K10 0
basis set. The K 4)

32) and (33) are i 5 ri,, K3 C
erm on the right 3 K K
3 and the sum of L2 X K4l
electron virtual L1  r, Xr r KI

" -2.0 -2.0."
tion are shown in N:
lo seen in these

band gap is in-
Leat the X point
ap is found to be Fiqure 1 The correlated band structure of solid CH4 and
Co be 13.3 eV. dmsity of states in shown for lattice parameter

11. 14 au.

exciton levels in
vll In Section II
_ .. In this calcu-
I a one molecule
Zefaction is here
-- .'W Vo discussed In

•~~~ 
is 

/~
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W. 9. Using this value, the exciton is found be at 10.9 eV. to ot

Teoptical spectrum of Koch and Skibowski does find a iaclus
spectral peak at 11.0 eV and this may well be our exciton. A tn des
more quantitative analysis of the optical response Is not orbit&
possible at this time because the highest valence and lower I
onduction bands are of like symmetry and the techniques b Inc

deeloped in Ref. 9 and currently available do not permit a cal- inters
emlation of the optical response for the case in which the band aptica
to band transitions are dipole forbidden only the positions. need
Tberefore the author reluctantly contents himself with using to 90
mly the conserved joint density of states in comparison with
the ieasured reflectance spectrum shown in Figure 2. As is

clea from this figure, even if one were to include the exciton
at 11.0 eV, a fair degree of discrepancy remains. This is
largely at low energy. This discrepancy is expected. A similar

result is seen in the free CH4 molecule and is due to the
mobility of the H nuclei and their large zero point motion. The
excited CH4 molecule can lower its energy by about 1.6 eV by
relaxing from ideal TD geometry to D2 h geometry. Due to large
zero point motion it may be possible to excite from the ground
state TD geometry directly into the relaxed, distorted D0h

geometry directly. This certainly appears to be the case in the
free moleple and a discussion of this is being prepared by Beck 0

and Kunz. If one assumes the same type of Jahn-Teller distor-
tion is present in the solid, a distorted exciton line would "n

then appear at about 9.3 eV. This is shown as a dotted line in C

Figure 1. Since the first experimental peak in solid CH4 lies 0
at 9.6 eV, this inclusion greatly enhances the comparison of
theory and experiment. In addition the low energy continuous
spectrum between about 12 and 14 eV would be enhanced in

strength by the redistribution of 5scillator strength due to
exciton formation as was seen in LiF.

Large scale cluster calculation for bulk CH4 (13 molecules
A t or 65 atoms) and for the CH4 surface (9 molecules or 45 atoms),

Including all electrons and correlation via 2he perturbative
route. have been recently performed by Beck.2 These calcu-

lations are for the excitons alone and tend to confirm the

energy band results qualitatively and quantitatively. The

specific details of the perturbation reatment for large systems
Is well described in the literature.' Li

TV. Conclusions

Irn essential conclusions are few and simple. These are
nm m construct a satisfactory, self-consistent Hartree-Fock

bonod structure for molecular solids, including the conduction
4bonds. if one carefully optimizes the basis set. If one wishes*i

t.I 4i
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be at 10.9 eV. to obtain quantitative comparisons with experiment, the

L- does find a inclusion of Correlation corrections is essencial. Furthermore,
a our exciton. A in describing the ion states in terms of the neutral system
response is not orbitals corrections termed relaxation corrections are needed.

valence and lower It is seen here, using a Wannier basis, how such arise and may
A the techniques be included. It is also seen that inclusion of electron-hole
s not permit a cal- interaction is needed if one is to quantitatively study the

In which the band optical spectrum. In addition, due to the light mas of H one
,iy the positions, need also be prepared to include Jahn-Teller distortion if one
dmself with using is to be fully quantitative.

in compa. son with
Igure 2. As Is
.nclude the exciton
remains. This is
cpected. A similar
ad is due to the £

point notion. The **..

y about 1.6 eV by :"*...
try. Due to large %...
te from the ground •
ed, distorted D h 0l

be the case in t e
i prepared by Beck . o "
Jahn-Teller distor- i
excton line would * i
s a dotted line in
in solid CR4 lies . 2h TD
the comparison of ; "
energy continuous C

A be enhanced in 0.

r strength due to
II

CR4 (13 molecules
ules or 45 atoms), 9.0 11.0 13.0 15.0
, Vie perturbative Energy (eV)

These calcu-
ad to confirm the
ntitatively. The
- for large systems

Fiaure 2 The optical joint density of state is shown for solid

CH4 along with 
the TD geometry exciton position 

and
probable D2N geometry exciton. The optical reflectivity
of Ret. 24 is also shown

simple. These are
'Latent Hartree-Fock
-Lag the conduction
faet. I one wishes
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